Collider signatures of the SO(5) × U (1) gauge-Higgs unification model in the Randall-Sundrum warped space are explored. Gauge couplings of quarks and leptons receive small corrections from the fifth dimension whose effects are tested by the precision data. It is found that the forward-backward asymmetries in e + e − collisions on the Z pole are well explained in a wide range of the warp factor z L , but the model is consistent with the branching fractions of Z decay only for large z L > ∼ 10 15 . Kaluza-Klein (KK) spectra of gauge bosons, quarks, and leptons as well as gauge and Higgs couplings of low-lying KK excited states are determined. Right-handed quarks and leptons have larger couplings to the KK gauge bosons than left-handed ones. Production rates of Higgs bosons and KK states at Tevatron, LHC and ILC are evaluated. The first KK Z has a mass 1130 GeV with a width 422 GeV for z L = 10 15 . The current limit on the Z ′ production at Tevatron and LHC indicates z L > 10 15 . A large effect of parity violation appears in the difference between the rapidity distributions of e + and e − in the decay of the first KK Z. The first KK gauge bosons decay into light and heavy quarks evenly.
Introduction
One of the biggest issues in current physics is to find the Higgs boson and pin down its properties. The mechanism of electroweak (EW) symmetry breaking is yet to be uncovered.
It is not clear if the EW symmetry is spontaneously broken in a way described in the standard model (SM). The search for the Higgs boson is carried on at Tevatron and LHC.
The forthcoming result will tell us whether or not the SM scenario of the Higgs boson with a mass < 200 GeV is correct. modes of gauge bosons in the fifth dimension unitarize the theory, [1, 2] whereas the Higgs boson appears as a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson in the little Higgs model. [3, 4, 5] In the gauge-Higgs unification scenario the Higgs boson is unified with 4D gauge fields, appearing as a part of the extra-dimensional component of gauge potentials.
In the present paper we focus on phenomenological implications and predictions of gauge-Higgs unification, [6] - [12] particularly of the SO(5) × U(1) model in the RandallSundrum (RS) warped space. [13] - [18] The Higgs boson is nothing but a four-dimensional fluctuation mode of the Wilson line phase θ H representing an Aharonov-Bohm phase in the fifth dimension. It has been shown in a class of the SO(5) × U(1) models that the energy density is minimized at θ H = ± 1 2 π [17] where the Higgs boson becomes absolutely stable.
There emerges the H parity invariance. Among low energy particles only the Higgs boson is H parity odd, whereas all other SM particles are H parity even. [19, 20] One immediate consequence is that Higgs bosons become the dark matter of the universe. From the WMAP data the Higgs boson mass m H is estimated around 70 GeV. [19] This value does not contradict with the LEP2 bound m H > 114 GeV, as the ZZH coupling exactly vanishes. In collider experiments Higgs bosons can be produced in pairs. However, they appear as missing energies and momenta as they do not decay. [21, 22] How can we test the model at colliders? We examine this question by analyzing the precision data of gauge couplings of quarks and leptons, Higgs pair production at LHC and ILC, KK spectra of various fields, and production and decay of the first KK modes of gauge bosons at Tevatron and LHC. The model has one free parameter, the warp factor z L of the RS space. It will be found that the present data from colliders prefer large z L > 10 π has similarity to the
Higgsless model in such processes as W W scattering at the tree level as the Higgs boson contribution is absent due to the vanishing W W H coupling. [1] It has been also discussed that the Higgs boson in the model has correspondence to the holographic pseudo-Goldstone boson, [23, 24] resembling the little Higgs model. The stable Higgs boson serving as dark matter has similarity to a second Higgs boson in the inert Higgs doublet model with new parity. [25] - [28] We would like to stress that the current model can make many definitive, quantitative predictions by starting from a concrete action, to be compared with other predictions. [29] - [46] The paper is organized as follows. The model is introduced in Section 2, and KaluzaKlein (KK) expansions of various fields are summarized in Section 3. In Section 4 gauge couplings of quarks and leptons are determined, and are compared with the precision data for forward-backward asymmetries in e + e − annihilation on the Z resonance and partial decay widths of the Z boson. In Section 5 pair production of Higgs bosons at LHC and ILC is examined. The spectrum of KK towers of gauge bosons, quarks, and leptons are determined in Section 6. Couplings of quarks and leptons to KK gauge bosons are evaluated in Section 7. In Section 8 signals of the first KK Z boson at Tevatron and LHC are discussed. Section 9 is devoted to conclusions.
Model
The SO(5) × U(1) gauge-Higgs unification scenario was proposed by Agashe, Contino, and Pomarol. [13] We analyze phenomenological consequences of the model given in refs. [18] and [20] . The model without leptons was introduced in ref. [17] . It has been shown that the model has H parity invariance which leads to the stable Higgs boson. [19, 20] The model is defined in the Randall-Sundrum (RS) warped space with a metric
where η µν = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1), σ(y) = σ(y + 2L) = σ(−y), and σ(y) = k|y| for |y| ≤ L.
The Planck and TeV branes are located at y = 0 and y = L, respectively. The bulk region 0 < y < L is anti-de Sitter (AdS) spacetime with a cosmological constant Λ = −6k 2 .
The warp factor z L ≡ e kL ≫ 1 is a parameter to be specified. The Kaluza-Klein (KK) mass scale is given by m KK = πk/(z L − 1) ∼ πkz given by
2)
The gauge fixing and ghost terms associated with the three gauge groups have been suppressed. F 
All of the bulk fermions belong to the vector (5) representation of SO (5) . The c a term in Eq. (2.2) gives a bulk kink mass, where σ ′ (y) = kǫ(y) is a periodic step function with a magnitude k. The dimensionless parameter c a plays an important role in controlling profiles of fermion wave functions.
The orbifold boundary conditions at y 0 = 0 and y 1 = L are given by
by the orbifold boundary conditions. It is known that various orbifold boundary conditions fall into a finite number of equivalence classes of boundary conditions. [8, 47, 48] The physical symmetry of the true vacuum in each equivalence class of boundary conditions is dynamically determined at the quantum level.
The 4D Higgs field, which is a doublet both in SU(2) L and in SU(2) R , appears as a zero mode in the SO (5) 
The 4D neutral Higgs field H(x) appears as [39] A4 y (x, y)
Here the wave function of the 4D Higgs boson is given by u
For each generation two vector multiplets Ψ 1 and Ψ 2 for quarks and two vector multiplets Ψ 3 and Ψ 4 for leptons are introduced. Each vector multiplet, Ψ, is decomposed into one (
),Ψ, and one (0, 0) of SU(2) L × SU(2) R . We denote Ψ a 's , for the third generation, as
Each Ψ a has its bulk mass parameter c a . Consistent results are obtained by taking c 1 = c 2 ≡ c q and c 3 = c 4 ≡ c ℓ for each generation.
The additional brane fields are introduced on the Planck brane at y = 0. The brane scalar field Φ belongs to (0,
, whereas the righthanded brane fermionsχ , 0). The brane fermions arê
Subscripts 7/6 etc. represent Q X charges ofχ R 's. The brane part of the action is given by
The action S brane is manifestly invariant under SU(2) L × SU(2) R × U(1) X . The Yukawa couplings above exhaust all possible ones preserving the symmetry.
The non-vanishing vev Φ t = (0, w) has two important consequences. It is assumed only that w ≫ m KK . Firstly the SU(2) R × U(1) X symmetry is spontaneously broken down to U(1) Y and the zero modes of four-dimensional gauge fields of SU(2) R × U(1) X become massive except for the U(1) Y part. They acquire masses of O(m KK ) as a result of the effective change of boundary conditions for low-lying modes in the Kaluza-Klein towers.
Secondly the non-vanishing vev w induces mass couplings between brane fermions and bulk fermions; π where the EW symmetry is spontaneously broken. [20] Three of the four parameters k, z L = e kL , g A , g B are determined from the Z boson mass m Z , the weak gauge coupling g w , and the Weinberg angle sin 2 θ W .
The one parameter, say, z L remains free.
When the generation mixing is turned off in the fermion sector, the bulk mass c q and the ratioμ q /µ q 2 in each generation are determined from the two quark masses, and c ℓ andμ ℓ /µ ℓ 3 from the two lepton masses. As m νe ≪ m e , all of the results discussed below do not depend on the unknown value of m νe very much. The generation mixing can be incorporated by considering 3-by-3 matrices for the brane couplings κ's, or equivalently for the brane masses µ's.
Once the value of z L is specified, all the relevant parameters of the model are determined. The spectra of particles and their KK towers, their wave functions in the fifth dimension, and all interaction couplings can be predicted. 
choose Ω preserving the boundary condition at the TeV brane;
In the twisted gauge the orbifold boundary condition {P 0 , P 1 } is changed to {P 0 ,P 1 } wherẽ
The two sets {P 0 , P 1 } and {P 0 ,P 1 } are in the same equivalence class of boundary conditions. [8, 47, 48, 49] Although the boundary conditions are different, physics remains the same as a result of dynamics of the Wilson line phase. Note that Ω(L) = 1, but
so that the brane interactions take more complicated form than in the original gauge.
In the previous paper it was shown that the model has H parity (P H ) invariance, and H parity is assigned to all 4D fields. [20] P H interchanges SU(2) L and SU(2) R and flips the sign of T4 in the bulk. P H transformation is generated by
H where Ω H = diag (1, 1, 1, −1, 1) in the twisted gauge. The P H symmetry is similar to the P LR symmetry discussed by Agashe, Contino, Da Rold and Pomarol [32] , which protects the T parameter and Zbb coupling from radiative corrections. The neutral Higgs boson is the lightest particle of odd P H so that it becomes stable.
In the twisted gauge the four-dimensional components of gauge fields are expanded as 
All mode functions h(z) are tabulated in Appendix A. They are expressed in terms of Bessel functions
is constant. The mass spectrum m n = kλ n of each KK tower is determined by the corresponding eigenvalue equations:
The Weinberg angle θ W is determined by global fit of various quantities. In the present paper sin 2 θ W is determined from χ 2 fit of forward-backward asymmetries in e + e − annihilation and Z boson decay. With m Z and z L as an input, the AdS curvature k and the W boson mass at the tree level, m tree W , are determined. Similarly the fifth-dimensional components A z and B z are expanded as
is the 4D neutral Higgs boson. The mass spectrum of each KK tower is given by
For the bulk fields H parity is assigned from the behavior under the transformation (2) R and flips the direction of T4. Accordingly P H odd fields are
Other fields are P H even.
As for the fermions, a consistent model is obtained with the bulk mass parameters . We recall that components ofΨ in (2.7) are related to the components
in the vectorial representation by 
is P H odd, whereas other components are P H even.
sector consists of
. There are no light modes in these two sectors.
. The bulk fermions have the following Kaluza-Klein expansion.
(3.12)
Here c t is the bulk kink mass for the third generation (Ψ 1 , Ψ 2 ), and
(+) (x)} contains three KK towers, including the KK tower t (n) (+) (x) of the top quark. The brane fieldsB R andÛ R can be expressed in terms of the bulk fields.
The spectrum λ n and mode coefficients a (n) of the P H -even towers satisfy
Here we have suppressed a superscript q in µ q j . There is one light mode (the top quark) with m t = kλ t,0 ≪ m KK . When µ 
for kλ t,n ≪ m KK . A similar relation is obtained for the bottom quark m b = kλ b,0 ; 
Parallel arguments apply to the Q E = − 1 3 sector, which consists of
.
( 3.18)
The equations and relations in the Q E = − 
4D gauge couplings
The 4D gauge couplings are obtained by performing overlapping integrals of wave functions.
Generalizing the argument in Ref. [18] , one can write, for the t and b quarks and the τ and ν τ leptons in the third generation, the couplings of the photon, W boson, Z boson, and gluon towers as
From the H parity invariance the W ′ , Z ′ and A4 gauge boson towers do not couple to the quarks and leptons.
The couplings of the photon tower with the t and b quarks and τ lepton are given, with 
The couplings of the Z boson towers are parametrized as
f R = g w and g
f R = 0. In the current model, with the aid of (A.5), one finds that
where
The couplings of the gluon tower g
and g
are obtained from the photon tower couplings g
with the replacement of the five-dimensional coupling, g
bI . The photon and gluon couplings are universal, that is, e = g
The other couplings exhibit violation of the universality as evaluated below.
Zero mode couplings
The listed. As we shall see below, the small violation of the universality gives a better fit to the forward-backward asymmetry data. As a general character for left-handed and righthanded quarks, it is found that the coupling of right-handed quarks for a small warp factor tends to deviate from the standard model values. The couplings of Z bosons with leptons are tabulated in Table 4 . They are not very sensitive to the generation. As general tendency, the couplings deviate more from those in the standard model as the warp factor becomes smaller.
In the standard model the couplings of Z boson with fermions are described by the weak coupling and their quantum number, namely by (g w / cos θ W )(T 3 − Q sin 2 θ W ), at the tree level. In the present model they have an analogous form given by 
Forward-backward asymmetry
The forward-backward asymmetry on the Z resonance is given by 6) which is evaluated from the gauge couplings given in the preceding subsection. A f F B does not depend on the absolute common magnitude of g A , but sensitively depends on sin 2 θ W .
The branching fractions of various decay modes of the Z boson also sensitively depend on sin 2 θ W . We have determined the value of sin 2 θ W to minimize χ 2 of those experimental data as tabulated in 
Decay width
The partial decay width of Z boson is given by
The result for z L = 10 15 has been given in Ref. [43] . A slight difference in the numerical values is due to the different choice of the values of the input parameters. 
Here the couplings g
f L and g
f R are given in Tables 3 and 4 . For quarks the formula should be multiplied by a factor 3(1 + α s /π).
For z L = 10 15 , 10 10 , 10 5 , the branching fractions in Z decay are shown in Table 7 . The experimental values are quoted from Ref. [52] . The tree level prediction for branching fractions reproduces the pattern of the experimental values well for z L = 10 15 .
The total decay width Γ tot depends on α(m Z ). The value of α(m Z ) determined to fit the experimental value Γ tot does not agree well with the value determined by renormalization group from the low energy data. For z L = 10 15 , for instance, one finds α −1 (m Z ) = 130.5.
At the moment one cannot reliably evaluate one loop corrections to Γ tot in the gauge-Higgs unification scenario and this mismatch is understood within that error. 
Here f H ∼ 246 GeV. The form of (5.1) is valid only when the relevant energy scale is sufficiently smaller than m KK . For the pair production of Higgs bosons (5.1) leads to
2) 
Pair production of Higgs bosons at LHC
Pair production processes of Higgs bosons at LHC have been studied in Refs. [21] and [22] . particles into account, we obtain the following relation, Our result is smaller by about a factor of 3 than that of Ref. [22] . Thus, an integrated luminosity of a few ab −1 seems to be required to observe the signal.
Pair production of Higgs bosons at ILC
Cheung and Song have studied the Higgs pair production process e − e + → ZHH at ILC along with the background process e − e + → Zνν. The Feynman diagram of the signal process is depicted in Fig. 1 . The integrated luminosity for a 5σ discovery seems to be larger than several ab −1 at 500 GeV ILC according to their result. 
Here g R denotes the coupling constant of the right-handed electron to the Z boson, which is given by g R SM = − g 2 + g ′ 2 sin 2 θ W in the standard model, and θ is the angle between the momentum of the electron and that of the Z boson in the center-of-mass system. The energy of the Z boson normalized to the beam energy, x, and its minimal and maximal values are given by
where Z L denotes the longitudinal Z boson, the differential cross section is given by
For the case of e − L e + R , g R should be replaced by g L in the above formulas. In the standard model g L SM = g 2 + g ′ 2 (1/2 − sin 2 θ W ).
!"" #"" $"" %"" &"" '"" ("" )""" "*"" respectively, we take M mis > 120, 200, 250 GeV. We employ the GRACE system version 2 [56] in our numerical estimation of the background.
The statistical signification of the signal is defined by 
Spectrum of KK states
One of the direct ways to see the extra dimension is to produce KK excited modes of various particles and observe their decays. In the current model the H parity is conserved so that P H -odd KK modes can be produced in a pair. Production of a single KK mode occurs only for P H -even modes. In this section we determine spectra of various KK modes.
KK gauge bosons
The spectrum of KK gluons G (n) is identical to the spectrum of KK photons A γ(n) . They are determined by the fourth equation in Eq. (3.6). The masses of KK W and Z bosons, W (n) and Z (n) , are determined by the first and second equations in Eq. (3.6), whereas those of W ′(n) , Z ′(n) and A4 (n) are determined by the third and fifth equations. The numerical values of the masses of the first five KK modes are given in Table 8 .
We observe that among P H -even modes
irrespective of z L . Lighter the n = 0 mode is, the n = 1 mode becomes heavier. Masses of 
KK quarks and leptons
The mass eigenvalue equations for quarks (3.16) Table 9 . We note thatμ ℓ /µ ℓ 3 ≪ 1 as neutrino masses are very small. Table 9 : c andμ/µ 2 for quarks and leptons. The spectra of KK modes of quarks and leptons are determined by the same mass eigenvalue equations as the zero modes. They are tabulated in Table 10 . Except for the KK tower of (t, b), u (n) and d (n) , for instance, have approximately degenerate masses.
Similarly to the case of the gauge bosons, we find an inequality
Couplings of KK gauge bosons
The couplings of quarks and leptons to KK gauge bosons can be calculated in the same manner as given in Sec. 1361 1203 1037 u (2) , d (2) 2001 1716 1383
2823 2397 1886
3503 2944 2258 
1249 1068 855 c (2) , s (2) 1900 1593 1213
2706 2255 1692 c (4) , s (4) 3394 2812 2075 c (5) , s
4169 3447 2529 1121 912 634 t (2) 1797 1467 1037 t (3) 2576 2097 1467 t (4) 3279 2672 1877 t 
e , e (1) , ν
1400 1249 1099 ν (2) e , e (2) , ν
2036 1758 1441 ν (3) e , e (3) , ν
2863 2445 1952 ν (4) e , e (4) , ν
3540 2990 2321 ν (5) e , e (5) , ν
4328 3640 2794
The couplings of the first KK photon and gluon with quarks or leptons are tabulated in Table 11 . The wave functions of the KK photon and gluon are the same and their couplings to quarks are the same up to a normalization factor. The largest coupling is
. This is different from other scenario in which the t quark dominantly couples to KK gluons.
We note that the couplings of right-handed fermions are so large that the perturbative treatment is not valid for the KK gluons. With this reservation in mind one can evaluate the decay widths of the first KK gluon by using the couplings in Table 11 . The decay width is given by
where F is defined in (4.7) andḡ
The color factor C = 3. Numerical values are tabulated in Table 12 . It is found that the decay rate to the light quarks is large. The total decay width of G (1) turns out much larger than its mass. Thus the KK gluon cannot be identified as a resonance. 
The couplings of the first KK gluon to quarks, g
the same as g The decay width of the first KK photon A γ(1) is evaluated similarly. The decay width to a fermion pair is
and q f is a charge 2 3 , −
, −1, 0. C = 1 for leptons.
In addition to decay intoand ℓl, the first KK photon can decay into
Inserting the mode functions in Appendix A, one finds
Note that the photon coupling is universal; g W W γ = g W W γ (0) = e. The first KK photon has a coupling g W W γ (1) /e = (−0.05603, −0.06765, −0.09145) for z L = (10 15 , 10 10 , 10 5 ). The decay width is given by [50] Γ(γ where
. The decay widths of the first KK photon are summarized in Table 13 . The observed mass m W is used in the phase space of the final state in the evaluation of Γ[γ
The first KK photon A γ(1) has a total decay width larger than or comparable to its mass.
It does not look like a resonance.
(ii) KK W and Z
The coupling of quarks and leptons to the first KK W boson are given in Table 14 . The quarks in the third generation have larger couplings than the other quarks and leptons.
Couplings of right-handed quarks and leptons are rather small.
The fermion couplings of the first KK Z boson can be calculated similarly. They are tabulated in Table 15 . 6) where indices µ, ν are contracted with η µν . With mode functions inserted,
With the couplings g W W Z (n) the partial decay width Γ(Z (n) → W + W − ) is given by the formula (7.5) where g W W γ (n) and m γ (n) are replaced by g W W Z (n) and m Z (n) , respectively.
The enhancement factor 1/η
represents that Z (n) decays dominantly to the longitudinal components of W over the transverse components.
The numerical values of the couplings g W W Z (n) are tabulated in Table 16 . g W W Z ≡ Table 7 , the decay rates for neutrinos in the first KK Z boson decay are very small.
Signals of KK Z at Tevatron and LHC
The KK Z boson can be produced at Tevatron and LHC. We first consider the production process of the first KK Z boson (Z (1) ) followed by its decay into an electron and a positron,
− , as shown in Fig. 3 . To this process the first KK photon (A γ(1) ) also contributes, which has a mass close to that of Z (1) . Unlike Z (1) , however, A γ(1) has a decay width larger than its mass so that its contribution is expected to give an additional smooth background to the Z (1) signal. Effects of KK particles such as A γ(n) (n ≥ 2) are ignored in our analysis for simplicity, though they also give smooth background. Our numerical calculation is done by MadGraph/MadEvent [55] at the parton level with CTEQ6L parton distribution function [54] and without detector simulation. The background cross section, that is, the Drell-Yan cross section in the SM is 0.73 pb.
Including 10% theoretical uncertainty in the signal estimation, we obtain the statistical significance at Tevatron with the integrated luminosity of 5.4 (2.5) fb −1 , which corresponds to the analysis by D0 collaboration [57] (CDF collaboration [58] ), as 9.7 (9.7), 9.0 (8. above. If we take the detailed invariant mass distribution of the lepton pair and/or the dimuon channel into account, the limit on the warp factor will be strengthened. Accordingly, the cases that z L < ∼ 10 15 seems unlikely although we need a detailed analysis to determine the excluded parameter region. It should be noted that the total decay width of the first KK Z is very large in the current model, whereas a narrow width (3 % of its mass or less) has been assumed in the analysis in Refs. [59, 60] .
We comment that contributions from higher KK photons A γ(n) (n ≥ 2), which have broad decay widths, may have destructive interference with that from the first KK photon The present model with z L = 10
so that the magnitude of the smooth background is significantly decreased. If this is the case, the bound from the current data at Tevatron and at LHC is weakened. More thorough study is necessary on this respect, which is reserved for future. (qq → gZ (1) , gA γ(1) ) and the rest does a quark jet (qg → qZ (1) , qA γ(1) ). The SM cross section is estimated to be 0.66 pb. The statistical significance assuming 10% theoretical uncertainty is shown in Table 19 . The pp → je + e − X mode has a comparable sensitivity of the pp → e + e − X mode from the statistical point of view, but the background should be studied carefully since the signal is more complicated. 
Conclusions
In the present paper we have explored collider signatures of the SO ( respectively. We have evaluated the cross section including the contribution from A γ(1) .
The present limit from the Z ′ searches at Tevatron and LHC excludes z L < ∼ 10 15 . However, a more thorough study taking account of contributions of higher KK photons A γ(n) (n ≥ 2)
is necessary, as destructive interference could occur in the smooth background.
It is a general feature that KK gluons, photons and Z couple dominantly to righthanded quarks and leptons. The large parity violation affects the rapidity distributions of e + and e − in the decay of Z (1) , which is quantified by measuring the central charge asymmetry.
We conclude that the present precision data of the gauge couplings and Z ′ search indicates a large warp factor z L > 10 15 . Z (1) production at LHC is a promising way to test the model.
In the present paper we have investigated the SO ( It has been shown that in order for the stable Higgs boson to account for the dark matter of the universe, its mass must be m H ∼ 70 GeV, which is obtained with a small warp factor z L ∼ 10 5 in the current model. Further improvement of the model is necessary to explain both collider data and dark matter.
A Normalized mode functions
In this appendix, mode functions with their normalization factors at θ H = 
Gauge bosons
Gauge bosons are expanded as in (3.4) . Mode functions h(z) of P H -even fields, for instance, satisfy orthogonality conditions (ii) W boson tower (Ŵ µ )
The mode functions for the fifth-dimensional component are given similarly. 
Fermions
For P H -even ψ (n) 2 3 (+)
, the equation (3.14) leads to
B+t .
(A.9)
With this ratio, the coefficient is given by
(A.10)
For P H -odd t (n) (−) , the coefficient is
, c t )
(A.11)
For P H -even ψ , the coefficients satisfy To obtain overlap integrals for the gauge couplings, these normalization constants are taken into account.
